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'yes means yes, no means no, whatever we wear, wherever we go'

Women rally for safety, solidarity; meet jeers
by David Henderson
Staff repoiter

Some 20 people participated in the Take Back the Night rally.

A group of women from the
Women's Student Organization
marched by candlelight from Fourth
and Pearl Streets to the north end of
campus Tuesday night. As they
marched, they blew whistles and
shouted chants like "yes means yes, no
means no, whatever we wear, wherever
we go," and "sexist, racist, anti-gay,
don't you take our streets away."
''We are marching tonight to fight
violence against women and children
and to promote solidarity for women

to walk alone at night and feel safe
doing it," Alyson Bolles, a member of
the Women's Student Organization,
said. "I know at least two women on
this campus who have been gang raped
at parties and neither of them have
been reported, both because of their
own personal reasons."
According to Kittitas County statistics, at least 95 percent of all sexual
assault cases go unreported. Bolles said
that sexual assault and harassment happen all the time.
"There is a problem here at Central,
as well as everywhere else you go,"
Bolles said.

As the women walked up campus,
they received some discomforting comments and obscenities from the students living in the dorms. One student
threw a bottle out of a third story window in Barto Hall, but the march continued.
"The Domestic Violence and Sexual
Assault Program has 3000 contacts each
year," Lee Williamson, director of the
Women's Student Organization, said.
"One out of every four women are
raped by the time they are 18, but we
only have five of these cases go to trial
every year in Kittitas County."

CWU's alcohol,
••
man1uana usage
rising, study says
by David Henderson
Staff reporter

DAPPER

If someone you
know has a
The number of Central students
problem with
who use alcohol and marijuana now
drugs
or alclohol
exceeds the national average for stuDAPPER may be
dents at colleges of similar size, acable to help.
cording to the CORE Drug and Alco963-3213
hol Survey. And with each year, the
number of Central students using intoxicants continues to climb.
The survey found the percentage of underage Central
students who drink alcohol has risen from 65 percent in 1991
to 74 percent in 1996, while the national average for underage drinking is 57 percent. Binge drinking among Central
students has risen from 42 percent in 1991 to 46 percent in
1996, while the national average for binge drinking is currently 42 percent. Central is also above the average reported
for underage drinking and binge drinking among colleges in
the Pacific Northwest.
The study also found that the percentage of students who
have used marijuana in the past year has risen from 24 percent in 1991 to 36 percent in 1996, while the percentage of
students regularly using pot has increased from 8 percent to
21 percent.

See ALCOHOL/Page 5

Investigation into anonymous
letter dropped by Student Affairs
The letter criticized the Observer for
printing too many racially focused stories. Student Affairs launched the invesThe investigation into the identity tigation after an emotional forum in
of the writer(s) of a racially-charged the Samuelson Union Building and
anonymous letter printed in the Ob- concerns from MEChA and Native
. server on Feb. 22 has been called off by American Council members.
Keith Champagne, assistant vice presiThe investigation drew criticism
dent for student affairs.
from some and applause from others.
Champagne said, Student Affairs In a press release, Sarah Shumate,vice
found "no conclusive leads as to who president for student affairs, defended
the writer(s) of the anonymous letter the investigation and the author's Fmt
might be." ·
Amendment rights.
However, he said even if the
"Obviously, no crime was commitauthor(s) identity had been discovered, ted," Shumate said. "However, because
Student Affairs would not have dis- members of Central's MEChA and
closed it.
CWU's Native American Student Asso"No, I prob~bly wouldn't tell the ciation requested a formal inquiry, and
Observer, I would want to protect the · · because members of several other stu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ·. ~~o~,,~~mpqm~~ . :· ..... ~ooto~m~~oruapre~~afu~fu~ ·

by Tanya Dykstra
Staff reporter

their own safety, I determined it was
important for us to make a good-faith
effort to talk with the author and find
out his or her intent."
''We called for a general re-investigation of the Campus Climate Report,"
Sean Reece, NAC president, said. "I
shouldn't have to worry about my son
or daughter while I'm in school. I
would personally hold CWU's bureaucracy responsible for anything violent
that would occur because they stopped
the investigation."
Shannel Robbins, vice president for
equity and community service, said it
was time for the university to move on
and pursue a new direction.
"Continuing more efforts toward
div~rsity would be better thaq trying to
findt~.~non~R~hlruJ~~

g
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Trouble in Brooklane
Tuesday, April 8, 2:30 p.m.
A soap dispenser was damaged and
removed from a bathroom wall in
Qyigley Hall. The estimated damage
to the soap dispenser was $20. A damage estimate for the wall has not been
determined. Police Jiave no suspects.

Thursday, April 9, 2:55 p.m.
A door in Meisner Hall was found
kicked in. The estimated damage to
the door and frame were approximately $500. Police have no suspects.

by Spencer Sawyer
and Jason Gordon
Staff reporters

Thursday, April 10, 2:59 p.m.
A vehicle prowl was reported in a
Brooklane Village parking lot. It was
discovered that a speaker box containing two speakers at with an estimated
value of $400 were stolen from avehicle. The seat of the vehicle sustained
some damage. Police have no suspects.

Friday, April 11, 12:50 p.m.
A Super Nintendo, seven games
and 30 CDs were taken from a

Brooklane Village apartment. The
doo·rs 6flth~ 1partment were 'Unl:btkecl ·
at the time of the burglary. The loss is
estimated at $950.

Sunday, April 13, 8:18 p.m.
A door lock in Muzzall Hall was
glued. Other Muzzall door locks have
suffered the same fate in the past. The
estimated damages are $40.

Professors honored
Three Central professors are being
honored for contributions made to
their fields of study. Carolyn Schactler,
apparel design professor, has been selected Research Scientist of the year by
the Washington Association for Family
and Consumer Sciences (WAFCS).
CWU physicist Roger Yu and business
administration professor James
Nimnicht will be honored in June by
the university board of trustees and
alumni association as Central's 1997
distinguished research professor and
distinguished teaching professor respectively. Nimnicht and Yu will each receive a plaque and $1,500. :
Schactler was honored for her research into the ethnic costume worn by
women in the Tsonga tribe in South
Africa. She has made numerous research presentations nationally and
internationally.
She was named
Central's distinguished professor for
research, artistic accomplishment and

invention in 1996.
Yu arrived on campus in 1990 to
continue his theoretical physics experimentation on electronic structure, quantum chaos and non-linear
acoustics only to find Central's labs
lacking in equipment. So, from
scratch, he built acoustic apparatuses using piano wire, fishing
weights, and anything he could get
ahold of to give students hands-on
research experience.
Nimnicht joined Central's faculty in 1988. In addition to teaching, he served as chair of Central' s
business admiQistration department
for 1996-97. He also taught at East-·
emWashingt6n·University, the Uni- ·
versity 'of Nebraska, Gonzaga University and Rogue Community College in Grants Pass, Ore. Nimnicht
earned his master's degree in business administration from Eastern.

411
BASEBALL
& SOFTBALL
STUFF

News At AGlance
Measles Outbreak.
. ·.. The measles ·outbreak-that ·afflicted
S~mon

Fraser University in British
Columbia in February continues in
Alberta with links to Spokane and
Montana.
Measles is a serious disease, especially in infants and young adults. It is
one of the most easily transmitted diseases. Health officials recommend a
measles immunization for everyone,
which means having two immunizations. Check your immunization
records. If you don't have a record, it
is okay to get a second shot anyway.
You can get immunized at the
health center on campus, at the local
health department or at your own physicians office. The Student Health and
Counseling Center will also be offering
measles vaq;ines at the SUB on May 1
and 5, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

·Tsunami of Service
Central faculty, staff and students
can participate in the Central CARES
volunteer program's "Tsunami of Ser-

vice" April 21-25: During the project,
community volunteer .. needs .. are
ma~c\led by ~n~~re~t~d Cetitral .volun~
teer teams. Central teams of up to .10
members are matched with community
requests and are encouraged to develop
their own service-learning projects with
the CARES staff. After the service
week, five teams with the most service
hours will be awarded private "Beach
Parties." For more information contact
the Central CARES/AmeriCorps Volunteer program in the SUB, room 116.
Or call 963-1689.

Drug-Free Week
April is Drug-Free Washington
month and the Prevention and
Wellness Program is sponsoring two
student activities. They'll be handing
out "JUMP ON IT, Catch the drug-free
wave~" lollipops and buttons outside
the SUB 106 office on Monday, April
21, and hosting "Drug-Free Day" Friday, April 25. On Friday, students are
encouraged to wear red and to pick up
a "Drug-Free Day" red ribbon at the
Prevention and Wellness office (DAPPER) in SUB 106.

C::tlanges to 1997-98
~-or~--St1:1dy ·Awards·
When students receive their 1997~98
financial aid award noti~e, they will see
a major change in how work-study is
awarded. In prior years, only a few students received work-study as part of a
financial aid package. Awards were
made to students with the highest need,
without regard to skill level or academic schedule. The award amount
was standard (usually $2,400) and did
not consider the actual number of
hours a student was available to work.
About two-thirds of the students offered Work-Study never worked, while
other students were turned down for
jobs because they did not have an
award.
Beginning with the 1997-98 academic year, students who qualify for
work-study will receive a message on
their award letter telling them to con..
tact Student Employment if they want
to be considered for an award. A list of
jobs that qualify for work-study placement will be available at Student Employment the first week in May.
CRIMINAL CHARGFS? TRAFFIC INFRACTION?

20°/oOFF! ~
w~ al~o hav~
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Attorney

MARK A. CHMELEWSKI

?glf f?dY

701 N. Pine• Ellensbl1rg, WA
(509) 933-1LAW • (509) 933-1FAX
mac1 law@eburg.com
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Student trustee bill on the ropes in Olympia
students."
The student trustee bill, already
passed in the senate, has been placed on
hold in the House rules committee. A
member of the rules committee must
take the bill off hold before it can move
.. ~-· ·· to the House for a vote. If the bill is
pay 35 to 50% of tuition, don't have not taken off hold it is dead.
one member on the Board of Trustees."
Many representatives in the house
Students would have a voting voice would like to see tuition set by indion the board in matters that directly vidual institutions rather then the
effect them, causing a check on a sys- State. This would allow for a much
tern where students haven't had a direct larger discrepancy in tuition charges
vote before.
between state schools.
"This would be significant if the
The student trustee bill may have
, BOT had a big decision to make and even more importance to students in
there was a voting student on there, and the future if local control over tuition
there was a 7-1 vote and the one against hikes is given to the board of trustees of
was a student," Ecklund said. "That each institution.
would reflect on the trustees and their
There has also been debate over who
capabilities that they are doing their job gets to set tuition rates - the legislature
and that it is in the best interests of the or each individual college's board of

Tuition hikes, financial aid, and a
student voice on the Board of Trustees
•
are up £or debate thIS• 1egis• 1ati"Ve SeSSlOn.
by Devin Proctor
Staffreporter
For 28 years, the Washington state
legislature has turned down bills to
place a voting student on the Board of
Trustees and now it looks like students
may have to wait two more years to get
their vote. Senate Bill 5517, the student
trustee bill, is in trouble.
''This bill is important because the
board of trustees makes decisions on
where the money goes," Bruce Ecklund,
a Washington Student Lobby member
at Central, said. "The students, who

trustees. This is Senate bill 5927. At
the University of Michigan local control was given to the board and in the
first year it raised tuition 23 percent.
The tuition policy bill was recently
amended to disallow any increase or
decrease in state funding in 'accor'=' '
dance with tuition through 1999. The
bill originally induded a increase in
funding in accordance with tuition increases until it was amended.
Another bill is House Bill 1851, a
financial aid bill. The bill will allow
students to use grant money at branch
campuses. It also allows a time to degree feature in the grant. Students
who finish their degree in less then
four years will still receive their grant
for the full four years. These incentives are designed to get students ·out
of school in four years or less.

Higher ed bills
Legislative Hotline: 1-800-562-6000
Legislative web site:
Info on current bills.
http://leginfo.leg.wa.gov

Reps.' e-mail addresses:
Gary Chandler, District 13
chandler_ga@leg. wa. gov
Joyce Mulliken, District 13
mullikenjo@leg.wa.gov
CWU contact: Bruce Ecklund
Central's student legislative liaison
963-1693
Legisla_tlve session ends April 25.

Hungarian parliament ·member tells CWU of
turmoil in homeland, says NATO must help
by Steve Braeutigam
Asst. News editor
The reason for the economic and
political trouble now brewing in Central Europe is planning, or the lack
thereof, according to Geza Jeszenszky,
Hungaria parliament member and
former foreign minister.
"After the cold war, there were no
plans for post-war construction with
ideas and theories," Jeszenszky said.
"The world was caught unprepared for
the changes, there was no blue-print for
what to do."
Jeszenszky, on campus for a public
lecture titled "After the Fall of the
Communist Dominoes: Eastern Europe in t:fte . .199-0s,"·said·as''a result -o f
bad management ·and negligence,
people are tired of the freemarket system and may go back to communism.
"Under the,old system, people had
enough money to pay for food, rent
and modest vacations," Jeszenszky said.
"Now, everything is available but
people can't afford to buy it. It creates
animosity."
According to Jeszenszky, the parlia~
mentary democracy, at first, was welcomed like a hero but feelings eventually cooled.

Starbucks to open
store in E-burg
by Denise Day
Copy editor
"If it feels good, brew it."
A 1960s prorr.otion last summer at
Starbucks brought back some classic
slogans - with a twist, that is. Perhaps
the next slogan might read, "Lasso up
a latte," or, "Caffeinate to graduate,"
when Starbucks Coffee opens early
this summer in Ellensburg, one block
east of Central.
Work has begun at 908 E. 10th St.,
formerly home of Big John's Hamburgers, where according to the
company's building permit application a $100,000 facelift will transform
the former fast-food establishment.
"There'll be no structural
changes," city engineer Cliff Dobson
said. "They just want to eliminate the
Dairy Qieen look."
Longtime Ellensburg resident Pam
Rhodes recalled when the first
espresso stand opened here, and went
out of business shortly after many
others followed.
"I feel sorry for those smaller
stands who will suffer," Rhodes said,
"but I do love my Starbucks coffee."
Starbucks customer service representative Larry Joireman said the
Ellensburg store will probably bring
in an out-of-town manager, but would
definitely fill the remaining positions
"".ith l~I resi~~nts. . .

"The growing competition, crime, happy they must be prosperous."
the Mafia, fear of refugees, the horror
"We must contain the Russian
ofBosnia and other conflicts has made forces by expanding NATO to prevent
people afraid," Jeszenszky said. "People the Russians from attacking countries
are not used to what it takes to make a or bringing other countries under their
competitive, free-market system work." control," Jeszenszky said. "Countries
And the fear is not limited to the want to be safe and not 1 Russian zone
crime, Mafia or competitive markets. or sphere. Russia says they will punish
According to Jeszenszky, Russia, who the world if they feel ·they are being
he said-is again under communist rule, threatened."
is a threat to Hungary and the other inJoseph Biden, ranking Democratic
dependent countries of Central Eu- member of the U.S. Senate's Foreign
rope.
Relations Committee, told reporters in
This fear'of Russia has led Hungary Prague on March, 26, that he assumes
to seek acceptance into NATO. The the NATO summit in July will invite
end of the Cold War has left a large the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland
neutral zone between the Western com- and Slovenia to start entry negotiations.
munity and Russia. To promote stabilThe Cold War is said to have begun
itY and democracfthere, NAfCfaiid after the · 1945 meeting of "the big
the' -~Eutopean ·Union· ·a.re · cilrrently three,'.~Roosewlt;Ghurchill-.and-Stalin;
. sb'aping "ptans' to begin erilargihk ~tho •. at the Yalta conference in the Soviet
the Central European region by admit- Union towards the end of World War
ting new members.
IL
Russia is intent on putting her imIn a 1954 speech, President
print on the region and is Jeszenszky Eisenhower enunciated to the Amerisaid herefore opposed to major aspects can people the threat of communism
of Western enlargement through by coining the phrase "Domino
NATO. As a result of Russia's self.in- Theory." This theory held that if one
terests, a strategic drama is beginning to nation "fell" to communism, then the
unfold iri East Central Europe. · ·
momentum created by such an event
"Russia is desperate for money," would facilitate the demise of neighborJeszenszky said. "To keep the Russians ing countries. For five decades, the

Western world
struggled with
the chilling
image of communism, the
fear of the
Russians and
the possibility_
of a global,
thermonuclear war.
T h e n
something unexpected happened. In 1989, Poland and Hungary
became the first dominoes to implement parliamentary democracies.
Ev~~tua~ly, .~hi~ c;~us,eq , t~H9J_laps.~ . of
the "iron curtain," and communism in
CentraJ aqd,,Eastern:Europe, as Americans knew·i"t, ceased to exist. Dominoes
began falling throughout Europe.
Eighteen independent Soviet countries,
like Bosnia, Sloukia and Ukraine were
formed and people were given their
freedom. A freemarket economy was

set in place to be these countries' saviors from their oppressive communist
dictators.
Communism was dead and the freeworld was happy. .., Jbe_f~t~r.~ was SUP;"
posed to be bright.
· '
· However, seven . years , later; ·the
brightness has dimmed in Central and
Eastern Europe. Meeting the demands
of a competitive freemarket system is
proving to be difficult for people used
to relying on their government for stability.

LINDER
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Dr. Myron Linder
Dr. Sandy Linder
1011 N. Alder

962-2570
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Campus safety:

How safe are we at Central? The chief talks
When many students think of Central, they think
of a small-town school with not very many people and
not too much crime. This is True if Central is compared to urban-area schools. However, no matter
where students attend school they are most likely far
from home in an unfamiliar town. With this comes
the question of personal safety. How safe are college
campuses and more importan~ how safe is Central's
campus? Steve Rittereiser, Central' s chief of police
feels that for the most part, we live on a rather safe
campus.
by Sarah Petty
Staff reporter

Q Abig question on many people's
minds concerns women's safety: How
safe are women at Central?
A. Well, obviously we don't have
too many cases where men become victims of rape - women tend to be the
victims of domestic violence situations,
statistically. However, on our campus
as a male, you're seven times more
likely to be assaulted by another male.
That doesn't mean we downplay violence against women - we have a pretty
low number of reported incidents of
rape over the last few years. We have
about two or three rape situations reported over a year's period of time. We
do what we can in our educational efforts, we do a program in the residence

halls on rape awareness, publish the
statistics. As far as other women's issues such as domestic violence, we have
seen an increase in the number of reported cases on campus. One of the
major reasons for the increase in the
last two years is that domestic violence
now includes dating relationships. It
used to be that [domestic violence] had
to involve a married couple, a couple
with •a• ehiid in common; ·previcnrs ·
marriage to the perpetrator, etc. So
we're seeing more domestic violence
now that dating relationships are being
considered. Nearly every case involves
alcohol use by either the suspect, victim
or both. So, are women any more at
risk on campus? Statistically, no.
They're at less of a risk on campus than
they are in the city. Again, it has a lot
to do with awareness.

doing to eliminate these problems?
A. With the first situation [awareness] it needs to be a coordinated effort,
not only by the police department, but
by other agencies as well, like the residence hall staff. As for the police de-

Doc
Hastings
Wash.
(R-Pasco)

Women who helped
invent the A-bomb

district

byJessie A Santos
Staff reporter

general admission and $15 for students.
Sponsors for eight people are avaiable.
Meaning, a free dinner is available for
those interested. Call Roger Lovell at
962-6112 for more information.

Women worked alongside men in
developing the atomic bomb, said
Caroline Herzenberg, a researcher at
Argonne Labs.
Herzenberg gave a lecture last
Thursday on "Women Scientists of
the Manhatten Project."
Herzenberg gave a brief overview
of history of the secret technical
project to build the first "Atom
Bomb" during World War II, and recognition to selected women chemists, metallurgists, biomedical scientist, mathematicians, computing staff
and technicians.
Lisa Meitner,
Leona Woods, Maria GoeppertMayer, Ellen Weaver, Jane HameltonHall, Elda Anderson and Chien-

Shiung Wu were the foundation of
her lecture.
Herzenberg spoke in her April 10
lecture about the "technical accomplishments of these individual
women and how their work was situated into the Manhattan Project."
According to Herzenberg, "when
the men were called to war, a huge
gap was created to allow women of
all backgrounds to establish themselves in the workforce that once had
been reserved for men only. These
women integrated into the world of
nuc!ear science which heightened
the phenomenon of nuclear fis-

. "

SIOn.

She concluded the hour-long lecture affirming that "the roles of the
women in the scientific and technical work of the Manhattan Project
were almost as widely varied as those

G2et the adventure begin...

Featuring:
•Magazines

Every year, 5 million teeth are knocked out during sports. Mouthguar~s
are estimated to prevent 200,000 oral injuries annually when worn while
participating in an1' sport where contact is possible (especially with a
95 m.p.h. fastball).

Michael R. Cole, 0.0.S.
707 N. Pearl, Suite D
Ellensburg, WA 98926

partment, we go into each of the residence halls and into the apartment areas and various clubs and organizations
and do programming on personal
safety issues. We have a good videotape
that goes with the program and we find
that it's a well attended class, but we'd
like to see more. We base what we do
on education. We feel that as the police department on campus, part of our
responsibility is to teach what we know
about personal safety...we have a twostep program. One is an educational
program. We do bicycle registration
and we provide students with literature
and presentations on bicycle safety. We
also do a program for Asia University
students with interpreters.

4th

Took one to the
head. Took a
stroll to first base.
Left a few teeth at
home plate.

!!1f!!!r ~ttr

Steve Rittereiser
CWU Police Chief

Women in science:.

Hastings visits
Congressman Richard "Doc"
Hastings, R., 4th district, will be speaking at a public forum to be held on
campus on Friday, April 18 at Sam's
place in the sub from 3 to 5 pm. The
public is invited to attend.
Also, on Monday April 26, the
Kittitas County Republicans will hold
their Lincoln Day Dinner at the Best
Western Inn. A social starts at 6 pm,
followed by dinner at 7. Guest speakers include John Carlson, KVI radioshow host and Dale Foreman, State
Republican Party chairman. Tickets are
available through Jerrol's at $20 for

~ Do you see underage drinking as
a problem at Central?
A. Yes. It's not a bigger problem
here than on other campuses but the
biggest problem with underage drinking is that it puts people at risk. I personally feel that there is more vandalism and fighting among underage
drinkers rather than people who are 21
or older. People who get to be 22, 23,
24 years old tend to drink a little more
responsibly than people who are
younger. What we want younger
people to do is not drink at all. But I'm
not stupid I don't think no one on
campus is going to drink just because
I told them not to. What we ask them
to do is make a responsible decision
about drinking, if they're going to or
not, and then be responsible about that
decision. If they are underage and they
decide to drink anyway, I tell them, in
addition to the fact that it's against the
· law and they may get a ticket or maybe
even go to jail, there is the potential
that they'll run into some personal
safety issues. They may come to a point
where they can't take care of themselves. So to be responsible, they need
to have a trusted friend who is not intoxicated to help them make decisions
they can't make for themselves in their
state. They need someone to be their
judgment in order to be safe.

Q. What do you think is the biggest
safety issue on campus right now?
A. Sometimes people don't take
into consideration that a great deal of
safety is based on their own ability to
perceive danger. One of the things that
contributes to people not being aware
of potential personal safety risks is alcohol use. That significantly intensifies
your ability to be a victim. So, I would
say the biggest issue is people simply
not being aware of what's going on
around them. When you have a gut
feeling that something is wrong, it
probably is, and a lot of times people
don't listen to that gut feeling. Another
safety risk is bicycle and pedestrian interaction. Some people ride their bikes
too fast, and at the same time, pedestrians step out in front of bikes. It takes
a little work on both parts to make that
work a little better. Part of the problem
is the physical design of the campus.
It's not big enough to handle all the
cyclists and pedestrians that Central
has. One more big safety risk I see is
people leaving their doors unlocked,
and not only that, sometimes wide
open! In most of the dorms, if a door
is left open, it takes a student about
four or five seconds to commit a theft
in that room. People's valuables are totally exposed.
Q. What are you and campus police

Call us for more information
or to schedule an appointment! Affordable for you
and free for your student
athlete.

915-6553

"••• y_our cie11tal pros on Pearl Street"

•Books
• Emergency Essentials

•Videos
• Health Products
413 N. M.ain, Suite C - Ellensburg
(509) 933-1833

Dr. Caroline Herzenberg,
researcher, Argonne Laboratory
of their male colleagues. However,
after the war, most of the women
were discouraged from their jobs and
careers and pushed back into roles as
full-time housewives."
Herzenberg said she thought that
"today, many top executives, scientists, inventors, medical specialists,
analysts and nuclear physicists, just
to name a few, are women and as the
world evolves into a more complex
environment, the roles of women
increase."

Alcohol: The more you .
drink, the lower your GPA
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From Page 1
"What used to be normal social
drinking thirty years ago at the college
level has gradually climbed higher and
higher," Deacon Meyer, associate vice
president for Student Affairs, said.
'ihe bottom line is there's a problem here as there is in other places,"
Jack Baker, Interim Director of the Student Health and Counseling Center,
said. "We have chosen to try to measure it to some degree. I think clearly
we're reflecting what's happening in
society.
"I don't think that we're worse than
any other four year institution, it's just
that we're taking a pro active stance, we
want to do something about it, we want
to try and measure it, we want to see if
we're making any kind of an impact
and it's hard to measure prevention.
We can't tell what we're preventing,"
Baker said.
The survey results also showed Cen-

tral students are using less hard drugs
(hallucinogens, cocaine, heroin) than
other colleges nationally.
According to Mark Dettner, interim
director of the DAPPER program, alcohol is the number one reason why students don't graduate from higher education.
"There is a direct correlation in bet~e~~ •;{ ·stu.dent's G.P..A.: "anct th·e'
amount of alcohol they drink per
week," Dettner said. "The more they
drink per week, the lower the G.P.A."
According to the survey, 51 percent
of Central students reported some form
of public misconduct such as trouble .
with the police, getting in a fight or an
argument, or being taken advantage of
sexually. Ninety-seven percent the of
domestic violence and sexual assault
charges in Washington State are drug
related.
According to the Department of
Transportation, an individual is in
between the ages of 15 and 25 in
Kittitas County has a 22 percent chance
they will be involved in an alcohol-re8

lated fatal accident.
The use of alcohol
and marijuana among
college and high school
Underage Drinking
students has increased
10%
over the past 10 years in
The Survey
the United States.
;:i ..... ;:i"' "'~
The infonnation was collected in a national drug and
3~ ~~ §°'
U"""'4 u .....
Recent studies have
alcohol survey funded by the U.S. Department of Educashown the majority of in~in~ ~~~~~~~ g~~~n~:r~lia ·~~~r~:~::i~~~s ~ili
Marijuana Use
Regular Use
a stu~ent population between 3,5~ and 10,000, located
. dividuals who develop
(at least once in the
(at least once In the last
in rural towns with no more than 20,000 total o ulation.
past year)
30 days)
drug or alcohol habits in
high school continue
those habits in their colhol awareness program, DAPPER, the alcohol advertising industry who
legiate years.
When students leave for college and works hard to educate students on the spend $50 million dollars a year probegin living on their own many have dangers of drugs- but can't do it alone. moting the normalacy of drug abuse,"
"Clearly that's not the only ap- Dettner said. "The message that stufor the first time the freedom to use
drugs and alcohol at their own discre- proach we need to use," Baker said. dents are getting is 'you've got to have
"This needs to be diversified. Every- a lot of alcohol if you're going to have
tion.
"One of the challenges that higher body needs to take a look at how they fu n.'"
"I see so many people who are
education presents to a student is that can address substance abuse. Nobody's
they have to figure out how drugs are going to pay attention to just the pro- drinking abusively but because they are
going to fit into their life," Baker said. gram or alcohol awareness week, cognitively so bright they can get by,"
"In a lot of cases, the habits you de- everybody's had that stuff drilled into Meyer said. "And I ask them, although
they get into denial, what would you be
velop in college, you take with you to them since junior high."
"It's tough to get our message able to accomplish if you hadn't been
the world of work."
Baker said Central's drug and alco- through to students, we're up against abusing drugs and alcohol?"

•

Northwest
Anthropological
Conference set
to start Friday
More
than
300 professional
and student anFor a complete
thropologists are
listing of each
expected on camspeaker's abstract,
pus for the 50th
check out the
annual NorthAnthropology
west
Anthropodepartment's web
logical
Confersite at
ence, which starts
www.cwu.edu/
today and contin~anthro/nwac.html.
ues Friday and
Saturday. "Celebrating Interdisciplinary Research, Teaching and Applications" is the theme of this year's proceedings.
All conference keynote addresses are
scheduled in the SUB Cesar Chavez
Theater.
Friday's speakers include: George
Spindler, Stanford University, speaking
about "Cultural Therapy and the influence of Forms of Cultural Knowledge,"
at 9 am. Joe Jorgensen, professor of anthropology and social sciences at UC
Irvine will present "Political, Economic
and Environmental Problems of
Northwestern North American Natives
at the Close of the 20th Century" at 4
pm.
Friday evening's banquet speaker,
Laura Nader from UCBerkley, will discuss "Naked Science and the Science
Wars."
Her talk will focus on multiple traditions of science and the "science ""
wars" that sometimes develop when
modern scientists cross paths with indigenous peoples. Nader will also be
signing copies of her new book, "Naked
Science: Anthropological Inquiry into
Boundaries, Power and Knowledge," at
5 pm, Friday, in the SUB Chief Owhi
Room.
Saturday's keynote speaker is R.
Dale Guthrie, University of Alaska,
Fairbanks. He'll be speaking at 9 am on
"Paleoecology of Beringia and the
Colonization of North America."
In addition to guest speakers, faculty, students and professional archaeologists from Pacific Northwest member institutions will present symposia,
and participate in panel discussions.
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Take back the night

I
·1

How often do you walk alone at night?
On April 8, a group of women marched up campm -in
a "Take Back the Night" rally to promote safety for
everyone at night. They were met with some of the same
harassment that necessitates these marches. They were
insulted and yelled at by "men" in residence halls as they
walked through campus.
A beer bottle was also thrown at the group as they

ma;~:e!arch is symbolic of women's efforts to walk at

· 1j night without fear of assault or harassment.
If a group can't march together at night without being
harassed, then how can one woman expect to walk alone at
· 1
night and feel safe?
.l
The reaction the marchers received illustrates the very
reason for these rallies. The message has not gotten
through. Women are still not truly free to enjoy piece of
mind.
Those who were screaming at them may not even have
realized the implications of what they were doing. They
may have thought it was funny and not meant any harm,
but they're wrong. It's this very behavior that makes
women afraid to walk alone at night.
Maybe people need to think about how often they walk
around at night and how it would feel to have to worry
about safety every time. Then for the next rally, they can
join the marchers instead of harassing them.
Taking back the night is a call to everyone who wants to
be safe night or day - no matter who or where or when.
These rallies are for safety. For piece of mind. For
freedom.

-1
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Observance frustrates reader
To the Observer Staff,
After reading the "Observance" in
the April 10 issue of the "Observer," let
me express a bit of confusion and frustration. I am confused because I don't
quite understand why the Observer
would print such a piece without even
researching the actual issue at hand and
the facts of this specific piece of legislation.
First of all, the purpose of Senate
Bill 5517 is as follows, "the governance
of each of the regional universities shall
be vested in a board of trustees consisting of eight members, one of whom
shall be a student." This is the exact
wording of the bill. It took only a few
minutes for me to find that. And can
you guess where I found it? Yes, on the
Internet. The Observer staff should
have done the same.
In the above statement on the exact
legislation, where does it say that "a
student trustee, according to the language of the bill, would replace one
outgoing trustee?" If you read the exact legislation of the bill, it states that
the board of trustee would consist of
eight members. For those of you who

haven't done your homework, we cur- stricted and classified from outsiders
rently have seven trustees and adding and they don't leave the meeting room.
one trustee (a student) would total eight If the topic at hand involved "a profestrustees.
sor and administrator to which the stuSecondly, your statement on the dent trustee had a subordinate relationstudent's input influencing the BOT's ship" the student always has the option
vote on enforcing the ban of alcohol · to abstain from the vote or he/she has
advertising really frustrates me. Any the option the leave the room. Also, I
board of trustee member (students in- wouldn't think that just illY student
cluded) would be representing Central ·would be walking around campus, sayWashington University as a whole. ing "I know something you don't
Any leader, especially being elected by know." I have a feeling that the author
the governor, would probably not even of the "Observance" was pressed for
think twice about voting against enforc- space in the story so he/she thought
ing the ban of alcohol advertising. The he/she might fill it with this type of
university environment is a place where childish non-mature behavior. GROW
people get educated ... not learn how to UP.
drink "the cheapest beer."
You are the Observer, the campus
Thirdly, you ask the question, newspaper, "The campus news source,
"What could a student say during serving Central since 1927." According
closed-door executive sessions, where to the campus community, you are not
confidential personnel and legal mat- shari~g the real news and "the truth" of
ters are disc;ussed?" My answer to you the news. Myself, along with others,
is ANYTHING. If the student is an have noticed a lack of quality of your
effective leader, he/she will voice the publication. Next time, I suggest you
opinion of a student or the opinion of read the language of the bill and the
many students. If you have ever been entire literature before printing such
in a managerial role (which I assume false and misinformation.
you are if you are the editor?!) you
would know that personnel and legal
matters that are confidential are reColby A. Clark

Marcher appalled
at student reaction
To the Editor,
This letter is in regards to an event
that took place on Tuesday, the 8th of
April. The Women's Student Organization, which is under the BOD Equity
and Services Council, held a Take Back
the Night speak out rally and march.

Take Back the Night is an empowering
tradition that came out of the anti-rape
movement in the late 1970s. It brings
to front the fear that women live with
every day and night in our culture.
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NIGHT: Hecklers
threw beer bottles
From Page 6
Violence against women and children is
no secret in Kittitas County or at
CWU. As an organization, we were
attempting to bring this issue to the
people's consciousness. Approximately
35 men and women attended the rally
at the Ellensburg Pavilion where we
heard various speakers, poetry readings
by survivors of rape and domestic violence, and a karate/ self defense demonstration. After this rally, 13 people participated in a traditional Take Back the
Night March. This is an annual event
in many major cities in Europe and the
U.S. Our route took us through town
and across campus.
The response we received from the
Central community was appalling. We
were heckled by male students and
called "dyke ho' lesbian bitches," and
told to go home because we were interrupting their partying. We were also
threatened, told to "get the fuck out,"
and a bottle was thrown, by a male,
toward us from a third story window in
Barto Hall. This kind of behavior reflects the apathy, misogyny, and propensity toward violence at Central and
in our greater culture.
The issues of rape, violence, and
misogyny are not foreign to CWU. I
know many women who have been affected by sexual and/or physical assault. It is an epidemic in our culture.
Whether these issues were important to
the people that were harassing us remains a mystery. They were only responding to the fact that we were disrupting their PARTYING. The fact
that they showed no interest in what we
were chanting is a sad reflection on
students at Central. This may sound
like I am judging all students by the
behavior of a few. However, the only
other response we received came from
international female students who
shouted to us in support of our march.
What does this have to say about our
culture?
Alys011 Bolles
Women's Student Organization
Senior, Sociology/Women's Studies

Student
talks cash
Dear Students,
Every quarter, about $70 from each
student goes into what's called the Service &Activities (S&A) budget. (Check
RCW 28b.15.069) The student government then decides how to best spend
our money. If you take the time to
look at the S&A budget, I think you'd
be disappointed to know how the student government spends our money.
S&A allocation facts:
Student _Day Care$53,000

SUB Custodial$134,000
SUB Engineering$208,000
Music Concerts$0
Observer$0
We proposed money for music concerts and the Observer, but didn't allocate any. Don't tell me students don't
want to watch excellent performances
or read the newspaper, not to mention
that professors use the "student" day
care. If that's not shocking enough, the
student government recommended to
cut three sports. Approximate budgets:
Cross Country$5,900
Wrestling$6,600
Baseball$9,600
All these sports and a savings of
only about $22,000? No funding for
music concerts or the Observer? Where
are out prio.rities? I'm writing .thi~ let· .
ter as an informed student and a concerned athlete.

will!
P.S. Thanx to my boys under the
basket who stood and cheered when I
hit my rare threes, hid when I had a
breakaway and didn't dunk, and
pointed and taunted when I picked up
my fourth foul after only six minutes
of playing time.
Yours in Hoops,
Chris Mosley

Husband remembers
successful alumni
To the Editor,

first Nevada store in Reno.
After a few years operating stores,
Ernst promoted Kit to Buyer. She
bought a wide range of product for
Ernst's 70 stores in seven states as well
as product for stores owned by Pay-NSave, the Parent Corporation. These
included Pay-N-Save drug stores,
Lamonts, Seattle Sporting Goods,
BiMart, and PriceSavers... over 200
stores in eleven states.
~ .. _, - · ··
She traveled extensively overseas,
including trips to Europe, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and mainland
China. Kit's common sense approach
made her a legend in merchandising.
She convinced Weber to produce BarB-Ques in color instead of only black.
Weber made Kit.a special Bar-B-Que
that was cobalt blue, (Kit's colors ever
since her success with Anchor Hocking), a one of a kind.
Kit invented the made to order window blind business. She worked with
a start up group, steering them toward
her vision. She introduced the idea of
quick custom blinds to complement a
home design department she set up as
a prototype at the Ernst in Alderwood
in 1984. Kit's vision for Ernst called
for the chain to adopt a "Nordstrom"
upscale approach; offering expanded
services, and a broader unique product
range. Ernst choose a different approach. Today many of her innovations still can be seen in Eagle stores, a
company that adopted Kit's Alderwood
innovations and survived.
Kit left Ernst and was a buyer for
World Wide, a group with hundreds of
stores throughout the Americas.
In spite of her phenomenal career,
Kit's greatest achievement is the wonderful legacy of love she created for her
family. Her last trip was to the campus
of Central to remember her youth and
the great experience Central provided.

Eldridge, president of the student body,
said it was a matter of more money or
fewer sports. Now, in the case of cutting a sport like cross-<:ountry, that has
a budget pf only $5,900, this does not
make sense. If you want to save money,
don't eliminate the least expensive
sport. If this university loses even one
student as a result of cutting crosscountry the $10,000 that the school will
lose in tuition is more than the entire
cross-country team budget. Cutting
cross-country will destroy the track
program. Distance runners make up at
least one-third of the team, if not more,
and without the training and competition that comes from participating in
cross-country, distance runners will be
unable to compete against runners
from other teams that do have crosscountry in their training. Long dist:mce running is something you do 365
days a year, it is not something that you
can do just during track season.
The committee claims that there
isn't enough money to support all the
sports, but Central just approved
$183,000 for a new "Welcome" sign on
Eighth and "D" Street. From the article
in the Observer, I understood that the
funds of $300,000 were allocated by the
legislature for "signage." If this school
can't put together the funds to support
its sports programs, then how can they
find it in their wallets to pay for a brick
and concrete welcome sign with lighting and seating? I think that it \l;ould
be more welcoming to incoming students to know that we have a wide variety of sports and activities available at
Central.
It was through cross-country and
running that I, as a freshman this year
found my place here at CWU, and I
think that this can be said for all sports,
clubs, and organizations on campus.
More students should be encouraged to
get involved, not discouraged by budget cuts. I will be very disappointed if
the proposed cuts are made to the athletic department. I think cutting sports
would be a mistake that this university
would regret. I would encourage everyone to vote "yes" on the initiative May
8 to add the athletic fee to tuition.
Having a wide variety of sports at Central is going to bring in more students
than a $183,000 welcome sign.

My wife, Kit Hinrichs-Colbert,
came to Central after graduating from
Wenatchee High. She was a typical
small town girl, working her way
through school, with a good set of valBrad Hawkins
ues, but totally unprepared for the noholds-barred life in a major corporation.
She passed away March 20, at age 47,
but her achievements far exceed any
expectation.
She graduated with a B.A. in Home
To the Editor,
Economics, and stretched that education far beyond the intentions of her
I am writing this letter to let all teachers. She soon was working for
Wildcat fans know that they are appre- Ernst Hardware in Aurora Village, Seciated! The men's basketball team had attle, as a housewares clerk. In spite of
a great season, but we couldn't have the unassuming job, Kit was soon atdone it without the rowdy crowds that tracting national attention.
showed up for every game. I want to
Drinking glasses came in packs of
say "Thank You" to all of them. six, and all you could see was a poor
"Thank You" for hollering when we quality picture of the glass. Kit set up
were up 10 or down 10. "Thank You" a display of the glasses in her store usfor coming to the Western game, over ing the glasses out of the package,
and over and over. "Thank You"·for stacked on cobalt blue carpet. The carthe pizza. "Thank You" for keeping us pet gave the glasses a blue "icy" cast that
in close games, and keeping the visitors attracted the buyers. Kit sold as many
from ·gaihingeany momentilin: "TMnk' glasses in week as all the other 20
You" for having more fans at Seattle U. Washington Ernst store combined!
than they did.
Soon the marketing team from Anchor
Dale Colbert
Our team surpassed all expectations Hocking flew out from New York, vis(other than our own) by the time the ited the store and met with Kit. Anchor
final. horn sounded. We did it by sup- Hocking adopted her merchandising
gorttl!g ea~h other !hro~gh t~e !Dany _ concept; they caine out with open glassups ;l.Il_d-: ;dQ..wm that have toJ)e dealt ware stock -and- ~enc-ou(agee using
with when you have a team full of new- lighted and colored displays. Kit's naTo the Editor,
comers. I want ~o thank the coaches. tional reputation had begun.
Spar, Burns, Smitty, and Rex took us
Ernst recognized her talent as a
I am writing in response to the prothrough hell every single day to make merchant and set Kit on a pioneering
us a ~oh.esive, hard-working, fun-loving, course, that saw her opening new stores, posal made by a ':ommittee to cut three
a~s-k1ckmg team. Not many people are and becoming the companies first of Central's athletic teams: Baseball,
Tara Gauthier
given the chance to play college hoops, woman store manager, opening Ernst's wrestling and cross-country. Adam
let alone win a conference title, l e a g u e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
title, and play at the national tournament. Thanx fellas.
I can't leave out my teammates. We
didn't always get along on road trips or
in practice, but on the court no team
could boast a tighter group in the
clutch than us. I want to say "Thank
You" to "ED", "AK", "Casper", 'Weally •
Neally", "Grad-0'', "TI'', "Bebe'',
"Back-Rem.:,. "Frake-Train'.',., and. mylongtime boy and teammate (the greatest thre~point shooter ever in our state)
"Dr. Deutsch."
If you are a Wildcat fan you should
be proud of what your team accomplished, and you should also expect the
best from any team that is put on the
court. This year was fun! "Thank You"
to everyone who helped make it so. Be :
ready for next year, I know the team

Wildcat thanks
fans, teammates

a

Freshman runner
denounces cuts

SPRING IS HERE!

:/511 ~I
POLI.SH UP YOUR SMILE ~
AT

DR. BOB'S w

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If yo~ didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you
can still catch up to your classmates by attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer course in leadership
training. By the time you graduate from college, you'll have the
credentials of an Army officer. You'll also have the self-confidence
and discipline it takes to succeed in college and beyond.
For more information contact Captain Bill Kalms at
(509) 963-3518 or stop by Peterson Hall, Room 202.
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Now Appearing in Concert

Just Released on Video
101 Dalmations
Emma
Ghost in the Darkness
The Associate

Sexual Roulette
Small Wonder
Fantastic Follies

April 17
April 19
April 19
April 20
April 23

YOU! Karaoke at the Mint
Holly Near, King Cat Theatre
Pavement, Paramount Theatre
Anne-Marie, McDermot~ Everett Performing Arts Center
Medeski, Martin and Wood, Mt. Baker Theater

Central receives a
taste of grunge
by Phil Deutsch
Staffreporter
Deafening noise. Thousands of avid concert-goers packed in
a frenzied moshpit. Normally, the average music junkie would
have to travel outside of Ellensburg to witness such an event.
But this week, the experience comes to Central. Doug Pray's
documentary about the Seattle music scene, "Hype!," will be
shown in the Club Central April 17 and 18.
"Hype!" captures concerts and interviews with 23 Seattle-based bands, including Soundgarden, Nirvana and
··
Pearl Jam. The film documents the Seattle "grunge"
style of music, and how its humble roots grew to a
multi-million dollar industry.
"I'm excited that a film like this is being shown," senior finance major Sovann
Kang said. "I'm into all kinds of music,
but I really love the Seattle-based bands."
Pray is the producer of the film, and the
result of his compilation is arock documentary that stands on its own. Many
students will have the opportunity to learn
more about the Seattle music scene and be
exposed to different styles of music.
'We're showing the film because it's
our job to book musical entertainment and
to update the acts as the music scene
changes," Eric Keyser, performing arts coordinator, said.
The event is sponsored by Campus Life.
Tickets are $2.50.

Seattle broke the mold Borrowed from various styles, Seattle's
Media played a role in grunge era
ByJeff Foster
Staffreporter
Hype! is the brainchild of two
UCLA film school graduates, Doug
Pray and Steve Helvey, who worked
three years on the documentary that
chronicles a wide variety of Seattle
bands. The title reflects how the media
molded the Seattle music seen~ during
the early '90s.
Pray and Helvey knew that grunge
was the new fad in music when they
decided to tackle the project. Seattle
had already been leached by the media
and the record companies, who were
signing any band that could play three
chords, wore flannel and came from the
Emerald City.
Knowing this gave Pray and Helvey
a new angle on Seattle music-to make
a film that doesn't match the headlines
and image being portrayed by the media.
The interviews with the bands
brought some quality, lighthearted hu-

mor concerning musicians and their
new-found fame.
An example of the hype that Pray
alludes to is the flannel fashion sported
by 'grunge' rockers showing up in Vogue
maga~ine and on department store mannequms.
While it does attempt to make fun of
- some of the attention given to rock
music in Seattle, "Hype!" doesn't attempt
to exploit the problems of musicians
and their use of drugs. Heroin isn't discussed at any length as the destructive
force it has become.
The raw nature of Hype! signifies its
brilliance. There is no narration, just the
musicians talking to the camera like they
would talk to a friend. The live concert
performances were definitely the highlight of the film.
"I wanted to make a movie that
would be a rock n' roll film that someone in his 60s could also get and understand as a portrait of our society and our
cultute','~ Pray said.

"passing fad" nears the end of its first decade
by Corf Rikard
Staffreporter

thers of grunge, Alice in Chains, Soundgarden, recently disbanded, Pearl Jam and many others set the stage for Seattle in
where now many think is the new Mecca for music is in the U.S.
Many of the head banging, flannel-wearing musicians
started out in the mid 1980s with the idea of creating a different sound. With bands like Qyeensryche (another Seattle
band), Malfunksion, (who later became Mother Love Bone),
and other post butt-rock era bands serving as the starting point,
grunge musicians compiled a core of unorganized yet brilliant music which put
Seattle on the map.
Grunge music took its toll from critics who said it was nothing more than a
passing fad. Time has proved the critics
wrong. It wasn't too long after that semipunk, alternative bands like The Ramones
and others were breaking new ground in
the field and soon after, the Nirvana and
Pearl Jam type of sound was in full effect
in Seattle.
Until recently, most people only knew
about the Seattle grunge scene through the lives of the people
who listened to the music. Now, a new movie entitled "Hype,"
documents the bands in their surroundings and in their lives,
letting people everywhere know not only the music, but also the
people behind the music.
-

Most every type of music has its roots in certain cities.
Country took off in Nashville, while rap owes its success to
the mean streets of Los Angeles and New York. Many other
cities have a certain claim to fame on music, but Seattle has
cornered the market on "grunge."
Coming out of the washed-up, mid 1980s "butt rock"
and stepping away from the more traditional alternative scene, grunge music and its artists began a genre in the
Northwest which has yet to fade.
Somewhat punk, a little alternative, grunge music follows no path
and has no boundaries. From its
flamboyant artists to its hard-core
followers, grunge sets itself apart from
anything calling itself "music."
Grunge takes its name a little from
the hard-driving style and sound it
produces, but really gets its name for
the scruffy, look the musicians and everyone surrounding
grunge possess.
While most bands live and play in relative obscurity,
many have broken out and are now at the top of the charts.
Groups like Nirvana, whom many believe to be the forefa-

Somewhat punk,
a little alternative,
grunge music
follows no path
and has no
boundaries.

Rabbi conducts Sabboth service
byJeffFoster and Amy Abbott

the first five Testaments in the bible.
"Judaism is a religion with few
right answers," Taub said. "In studyVisiting rabbi Scott Corngold con- ing the Torah we read the translation
ducted Sabboth services in the Yakima and discuss what it means to each of
Room of the Sub on Friday. Services us because we all have a different inusually ta.kc place in Yakima, where the terpretation."
majority of the congregation live, but
The sabboth lasts from sundown
twice a year sabboth services are on Friday night to sunset on Saturbrought to Ellensburg.
day. , During this time no work is
"We can't afford to have a full-time done and ·services are held Friday
rabbi so a student rabbi is brought up night and Saturday morning.
from Los Angeles every two weeks,"
.The rabbi is ~aid ~y the congre·Alex T~ub said~ .. t. ~~- ~ : ; , , . _ ., ,._ g~ttPQ., (or ,transportavon costs· and
Jh'e '.s~qbotn.~s' :day: .tO,'f~l4x ,~P,Q'..:, :r~'7iyes:.~ ~.~al: ~tipemi' for, his,. ~~r,rcflcct on the t-eadiings ~fot~e· Torah, ,._,. v11<es-• ' '_ • t ~ • · •
• ; ~
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. Central celebrates cultures
Intematinal performers add to Central's festivities with
dance, music and films from Russia to South America
Roxanne Murphy
Asst. Spotlight editor
Japanese drumming and dancing, South American music and intriguing international films are all being planned
to gear up for this years "Celebration of Cultures~"
Around four to five years ago, the Office oflnternational
Studies and Programs of Central coordinated "Japan Week"
which celebrated the schools ofJapan. The directors of OISP
decided that Japan was still important, but the other 36 to
37 countries represented on Central's campus were important also. OISP now offers "Celebration of Cultures," which
encompasses a wide variety of international and domestic
cultures. Many events and performances are planned for this
celebration. Included in the events are a Japanese Taiko
performance, a Chilean choir performance, and an international video-lecture series.
The Seattle Kokon Taiko will perform Japanese drumming and dancing on Saturday, April 26 at 7:30 p.m. at
McConnell Auditorium. Kokon means something "ancient
and modern" and "of all ages," Taiko means "big drum."
The group gave their first hour-long performance in 1995
and the response was tremendous. This year's performance
will last two hours.
"I'm hoping a lot of people that wanted more [of the
group) will come back," Christine Andresen, OISP intercultural activities coordinator, said.
Taiko has been considered sacred since ancient times and
has become a symbolic relic tied to the past. Recent cultural
reawakening has changed it from a simple folk art to a sophisticated synthesis of rhythm, movement· and•spM-iit:.•
The group performs pieces which are centuries old as well
as those with their own personal compositions.
"There are always opportunities to see this group because
they perform frequently on the West side," Andresen said.
More information about the group will be available at the
performance.
The Municipal Choir of Pozo Almonte, from Chile, will
perform at 7:30 p.m. May 7 at the First Lutheran Church.
This group was first encountered by the Seattle Peace Choir
in October of 1995 in their small town in the Andean foothills of Northern Chile. The choir was formed at the request
of the town's mayor. They will perform a program of Chilean classical and folk music including music from the
Andean region. Traditionally, the choir is made up of
women, but ten men will be on tour. The group will be

joined by members
of the Seattle Peace
Choir.
The lecture-video
senes, . ~ rnlled
"Videmus" which
literally means "we
see" in Latin. This is
the second year that
Videmus will occur.
Eight compelling
films will be shown
daily at 7 p.m. between April 18-25 in
Shaw-Smyser. These
films will survey
ethical issues and
will be followed by a
commentary and facilitated discussion.
"Discussions that
occur come from a
wide variety of perspectives including
students, professors
and the community," Andresen said.
The
Scottish

f

m

1

,

"Trainspotting," directea b'y Danny
Boyle, will be shown
on Saturday, April
19. One of the presenters will be Josh
Sundt, graduate student in English.
"The film shows how times are changing, how the
music is changing and how drug choice is changing,"
Sundt said. "If a lot of people show up [the discussion]
will be more interesting."
The Irish film, "The Crying Game," directed by Neil
Jordan, will be shown April 23. Liahna Babener, dean
of arts and humanities, will be one of the presenters for
this film.
Babener thinks the entire film series will be interesting and she recommends seeing it in it's entirety if pos-

sible.
All of the events are free and open to the public.
"If you went to go see some of these events anywhere
else_, tickets might be 10, 15 or 20 dollars so they are less
expensive," Andresen said. "It's a nice and easy way to get
exposure to culture."
A "Celebration of Cultures" day long festival will take
place on March 3. More details will be provided in the
May 1 issue of the Observer.
For more information about these events, OISP can be
contacted at 963-3612.

NEED HELP?
With an unplanned pregnancy.

"Get a lot of
Pizza fora
little dough!"

We care and can pr?vide some of the help you need.

CALL 925-CARE

Free Pregnancy Tests
fl'
fl'
fl'
fl'

•

Accurate infor7111ltion on all options
Medical and currmunity refernlls
Post abortion support

No appointment necessary

Conveniently located close to campus.

Ellensburg Pregnancy Care Center
409 North Pine Street/ 925-2273

fl' Art _vo11 thinkin1 about abstinence'!'

Godfathers \/Pizza.

Call us for enc:oura1einent lllld pnu:tical llllftslion.

Ellensburg
506 S. Main St.
962-1111 . _----_j}-

Ellensburg Voutlt Ballet presents

W"e i;,en~ei-1 ~~di
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r---------y----------T--------~-,
. Jumbo
Lar~e
Family F~n
1

Pepperoni

sggg.

•Bigger Than 2 Mediums
•18-lnches Aaossl

McConnell Auditorium
April 19- 7:30 p.m. •April 20- 2:30 p.m.
,

Please present coupon when ordering. Delivery
extra Limited delivery times and areas. No
subslltutlons of Ingredients. Not valid with any
other offer or coupons. Valid at 506 S. Main St.
locatldn~ofily.. vand·llit.i>ugli'S/3.l'/97: '•' · • '
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2ND
PIZZA $7
(equal or lesser value)
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9
14 :··~·c·

1 ··Get a Medium Specialty And A
Medium One Topping And
1
Receive A .ERtf Dessert Pizza

I
Topped With MAM's ® Mini Baking Bits
I ...............
or ...,..
I extra.
Please present coupon when ordering. Delivery
Limited delivery tb'nes and areas. No
I substitutions
of Ingredients. Not valid with any
other offer pr CQupqns. Valid at SOQ S. Main St.
"m" -

rtflteftd lrademarb

Inc.

Please present coupon when ordering. Delivery
extra. Limited delivery limes and areas. No
.substitutions of Ingredients. Not valid with any
other offer or coupons. Valid at 506 S. Main St.
locauan otlly. Valld'tfuougtt'.Slli/91.' .. ' ' .,. _,,--; (location-only. VaHd through' S'-31197. 1 • '
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f NBS claim only one vldory
j Technology help Central work harder

"'O

s5·

.

byJim Ltnaban and
Paul Frder
Staffreportm

OQ

i'

Best News
Paclage·Central
Underground
Best
Commercial"Rendezvous
'96"
Best Music
Video--"New
Direction"

Best Comedy
Video--Central
Underground
Best
Instructional

Video- 'Sharing
isn't always a
virtue•
Best Sports

lMonday

~

Program-

T.B.D., Ellensburg Golf Course
Intramural Golf League:
Individual Play • back 9 • cost: $6

n-

Special'

T.B.A., SUB Room 116
·
·ce: Central
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c

~

a;::;·
0
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0
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•super Sonics

Sak brings home the
beef with a first place
victory at the National
Broadcasting Society's
annual competition.
Sak's video, "New
Direction," beat music
videos from schools in
seven different regions
throughout the country.
"There is probably
over 50 hours of work
which went into the
video," Sak said.
Central's NBS chapter submitted videos in
several categories ranging from comedy to
commercials.
Although winning six
awards at the regional
competition Central
did not do as well at
Nationals as they had
hoped. · A version of
"Central
Underground," which won at
regionals, was submit-

ted but came up short in the
comedy category.
Many of the awards were
won by East Coast schQ9h. ..
who produced their work
with high-tech equipment
"This made us have to
work harder," senior Greg
Fitzgerald said.
"The convention helps us
prepare for our future jobs
and careers," Sak said.
The highlight ofSak's trip
was meeting the maker of the
"Where's the Beef?" commercials made for Wendy's restaurants, and getting the
maker's autograph.
When not in competition,
students experienced the
sights and sounds of Chicago
while visiting some of the
2,400 bars and nightclubs in
the city.
The NBS encourages anyone who's interested in being
creative to get involved.
Members of the Central NBS
meet at 5:15 pm, Wednes·
days, in Bouillon room 101.

Phish reaches schools of fans

2.
c-.
~

Phish is swimming into the
a mainstream with
g... their latest release,
~
"Billy Breathes."
4 p.m.,
e er Auditorium
Phi Kappa Phi Lecture: ''Whither n~ Phish's seventh
ct. album gives lisChild Abuse? Problems and
Prospects for a Social Movement" g teners a bit of
jazz, rock, mellow
by Dr. Charles McGehee
~
sounds and other
~ 7 p.m., Shaw-Smyser 115
::;- wise phishy music.
VIDEMUS - International Lecture ~
Phish was formed in 1983 at the
and Video Series: "The Last
~
University ofVermont"when guitarist
Supper" • Dr. Agustin Fuentes
,,.~
Trey Anastasio barged into drummer
iF Jon "Fish" Fishman's dorm room while
:g Fishman was jammin'. The two began
~. to play together. Bass player Mike
2 p.m., Barge 202
~
Gordan and keyboardist Page
Career Development Services
McConnell joined Phish in 1985.
Workshop: Job Search
Phish has a large following of fans
somewhat similar to the Deadheads
who followed the Grateful Dead. These
fans, called Phishheads, follow Phish
during their tours. Though sometimes
compared with the Grateful Dead,
Phish' s music differs in content and
message.
In concert Phish will musically,
rhythmically, and spiritually jam to a
song for more than 20 minutes, capti. vating the qowd every step of the way.
"Billy Breathes" begins with Free, a
song which gets the listeners' attention
by expressing what feeling free is to

~

CD Review
Phish

:il

Tuesday

i'

Phish. The title track, Billy Breathes ,is
a good relaxing bedtime song.
The last song on the album, Prince
Caspian, is another song for the mellow
at heart. This song and album definitely showcase the many musical talents of Phish. "Billy Breathes" is a
short album for Phish-13 tracks in less
than 50 minutes-but worth the money.
If you like a combination of rock, jazz,
and phishy sounds pick up "Billy
Breathes," or check out Phish live, Aug.
2 and 3, at the Gorge Amphitheatre.

- Erich Angerman

POMESTIC NON MICRO POUNPERS
&lasses of Wine & Wine Coolers

'F~:~i~:9pm

I

111 W: .3rd • 962-5448
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Festival to
Celebrate
a ·WQfld
~ .~·

m

winning photographer Milena Saree.
The 16th annual Worldfest festival will be held at the Crossroads Mall in
Staff reporter
Bellevue from May 2 to 4.
The entire festival will host a variety of ethnic programs from the international
If you're up for a little diversity in your life as well as deepening your knowledge of different cultures around the world then the place to head is 100 miles craft market to over 30 performances ranging from the Filipino performing group
west of here to the town of Seattle, where many festivals will be happening in the and a children of the world parade on Saturday, Mat3 at 1 p.m.
"The goal of this festival is to bring people of different ethnic groups together,"
upcoming weekends.
~
The first festival is the World Music and Dance Festival on April 26 and 27 said Kulik.
at the Southcenter Mall in Tukwila.
Many food booths will be set up in the internatiOJ!al food market selling pre''We are hoping to reach a different area of the community by having (the packaged goods. A progressive ethnic dinner is also planned for Worldfest, which
'festi'\t?ttjdown at the Southcenter Mall," Jen Kulik, festival organizer, said.... ... will .consist of a beverage, appetizer, salad, main course and dessert all from variA stage of ethnic entertainment will exhibit;"Pacific Cros~ing," which tracks ous cultures.
Admission to both festivals is free.
the Filipino immigration to America, and "Croatia War and Peace," by award

byAmyAbbott

•ty~ ·

0 f-'OIVefSl

Spurgeon gallery to
profile graphic artists

photo by Ryan Kothenbeutel/Observer

Sarah Spurgeon gallery will feature Darin Dewell
(above) and other students in a graphic arts
exhibition April 23 to May 16.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AnEllTIOll:
STUDEllT TEACHERS FOR
FALL QUARTER 1997

Your student teaching interview with
your Professional Supervisor will be
April 24. The sign-up sheets will be
posted the week prior to your interview. You must sign up for an interview. In addition, make sure all of
your courses ate updated on your student teaching application prior to
signing up for an interview.

\~l\\~ ~ew
Fle\VOvS.

Department of Curriculum and Supervision

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Healtlt Ca1·efo1·
Wonten a11d Men

Now +-heve's +-hvee \\ew
ve4".SO\\S +-c eajcy Bliz.z.4".vA®
4".\\A BYeez.e® F14".VOY' \Ye4".k.
• t-i\i\\i- Ovec®

• Nl.\H-y Bl.\H-eY.Pi"8eY®
• BeYYY B4".\\4".\\4".
wi+-h Vie\\\\4". R\\8eYs®
VieRna Fingers• is a registered trademark of Sunshine Biscuits,
At participating Dairy Queen• stores.
Inc. Oreo• is a reg. TM of Nabisco Brands, <;:q. Butteriinger4 is Proud spon..sor of the ChilPT'en's Miracle Network.
a registered _trademark of Ne,stle Food Co.
CAM l?·O.· ·~O!P/19J7 ®,Reg:~~· AM _D.Q. Corp.
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Tod av
Softball vs. St.
Martin's, l p.m.

Friday
No Events
Scheduled

Saturdav
Softball vs. Simon
Fraser, l p.m.

Sunday
Baseball vs. St.
Martin's, noon

Track at Shotwell
Invite

Baseball vs. St.
Martin's, noon

Monday
No Events
Scheduled

Tuesdav
No Events
Scheduled

Wednesday
Baseball vs.
Eastern Oregon,

Thursdav
Softball vs.
Western, 1 p.m.

2p.m.

Track team shines at CWU Open
Central athletes qualify for nationals
in the 10,000 meter and the discus
by September Woods
Asst. Sports editor
The 'Cats' track team· got wild last
weekend placing first in more than ten
events and dominating the CWU
Open.
"Overall, everybody competed really
well for a small meet," head coach John
Picha said. "Throws went very well. We
had a national qualifier, Tony Hoiby."
Hoiby, an All-American in the discus last year, placed first in the men's
discus with a career-best throw of
165'10". Hoiby's throw bettered the
national-qualifying mark by more than
seven feet.
Hoiby also won the shot put, with
a regional-qualifying mark of 46'11 3/
4" and a personal-best in the men's
hammer with a 141'8".
The Wildcats' competition consisted of Bellevue Community College,
Heather Ziese/Observer
Northwest College, Eastern Washing- Crissie Gordon runs to second place finish.
ton University, Western Washington
in "pulling" his time in the 10,000
University and unattached athletes.
meters and placing 13th. O'Connor
An "open" meet allows anyone to
qualified for nationals with a time of
compete, meaning that alumni, ineli31:09.48.
gible athletes, red-shirts or anyone who
"O'Connor ran a really great race,"
Kevin Adkinson, assistant coach, said.
wants to compete can enter.
"He got in a group that was right on his
The CWU Open had many of each
of these kinds of participants. The
pace and he was able to stick right with
them and that pretty much took him
Central wrestling team even put toall the way for a personal record."
gether a 4xl00 relay team.
Coach Picha said the meet was small
Also attending the University of
because most of the schools that at-Coach John P1eha Oregon Invitational, James Day placed
third in the steeplechase with 9:24.09tended sent only a few of their mem. missing the national-qualifying mark
bers, while their other tracksters went to
running them against better competi- of 9:24.00 by just 9-lOOths of a second.
meets elsewhere.
"At small meets it's hard to get good tion."
"James Day had a solid race but it
The term "pulling" refers to putting wasn't quite what he was hoping for
marks because the competition isn't
there," Picha said. "All-in-all we had a athletes in the position to compete with because he missed national qualifying."
· NCAA and NAIA top athletes. These Adkinson said. "He was hoping for a
good meet and excellent weather."
Central also sent three of their long- athletes, in contrast, push unqualified PR (personal record). In general, all the
distance runners to the University of athletes by "pulling" their scores up. distance runners ran well and we're
Unqualified athletes pace and push dropping times."
Oregon Invitational.
Both the men's and women's 4x100
Coach Picha said they sent these themselves to keep up with excellent
athletes because "we wanted to get them athletes in hopes of placing well and relay teams won and the women's team
qualified for regionals and nationals by bettering their own scores.
also captured the 4x400.
Wildcat James O'Connor succeeded
"Both our short relays did really
'pulling,' and to increase their times by

''

At small meets it's
hard to get good
marks because the
competition isn't
there.
· .

Zach Cash vaulted into third place for Central.
well," Charlie Smith, assistant coach,
said.
The women's pole vault had a re- ·
gional qualifier for the Wildcats. Dana
Riste won the pole vault, a first year
event for Central, with a vault of 8'6".
Riste jumped a full foot higher than
WWU's Audrey Welch.
Also qualifying for regionals was
shot putter Angie Marchant and 400-

meter runner Crissif: Gordon.
Marchant won the shot put with a
mark of 40'0" and Gordon finished second in the 400 with a time of 1:00.94.
The Wildcats will travel to the Uni·versity of Puget Sound next weekend to
·compete in the Shotwell Invitational.
The Invitational will be one of three
meets left for athletes to qualify for
regionals.

Rodeo rides into town
Central's Katie
Stewart wins
roping title
by Keith Whisler
Staff reporter
Over the weekend 300 of the
region's best college rodeo participants
came to Ellensburg to test their skills in
the Collegiate Rodeo. The rodeo, put
on by the Central Rodeo Club, was the
first in 17 years.
The event was well attended, and
those who came to cheer on the local
riders saw two women from the club
place in the top three in their respective
events.
Katie Stewart won the breakaway
roping competition, and Kelsey Kayser
finished third in barrel racing.
"The rodeo went really well," Bill
Lowe, Rodeo Club coach said. "All the
members of the club worked so hard, so
it was very gratifying to see the great
spectator turnout. Everyone involved

should be commended for their help,
because it couldn't have been this successful without it."
Stewart claimed her breakaway roping crown by amazing the crowd with
a second run time of three seconds flat.
n order to claim first place she needed
a 3.8 second time, so her 3-second run
gave her more than enough for the title.
Kayser also kept the crowd. on its
toes in the barrel racing event.
Throughout qualifying for this event,
competition remained close. When the
field was narrowed to the final 10 riders, only a half second separated them.
In her second run, Kayser rode her
way·into.the lead with a time,of" J'l.78 ..
This wasn't enough as two of the later
competitors bettered Kayser' s time,
leaving her third overall.
"I was really pleased with the rodeo
performances," Stewart said. "When
the club first voted to put on the regional rodeo, I was very doubtful about
pulling it off as a club. However, with
the support of other college rodeo
clubs, the community, and our club
members, we were able to put on a successful event."

''

The rodeo went very
smoothly thanks to
the community and
everyone involved.
-Heather Stringfellow
Heather Stringfellow, barrel racer
and member of the club, agreed on the
rodeo's success.
"The rodeo went very. smoothly
thanks to the community and everyone
involved," ·Stringfellow said. "It was
also very exciting being so close to all
the action."
Overall, the rodeo surpassed all expectations. Rodeo fans should be in
for another treat next year as most of
the competitors, including Kayser and
Stewart, will be back to defend their
home turf.
Last weekend's rodeo is just the beginning for the Rodeo Club; they will
be attending more collegiate rodeos
throughout the region this spring.

David Dick/Observer

Katie Stewart tips her hat after the team roping event. Stewart
won the breakaway roping competition d.uring the rodeo.
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Saddlebronc rider Dan Black fights to hang on in the finals, Saturday evening.

~ MAC4195 & AX600
STEREO CASSETTE RECEIVER AND.
6-DISC CD CHANGER SYSTEM
BOTH UNITS ONLY

AM/FM HIGH POWER
CD PLAYER ONLY

$199

3
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splits series with Eastern Oregon

Team looks
forward to St.
Martin's and
Simon Fraser
by Dan Hanken
Staff reporter
The Central Wildcat women's softball team provided the lumber in an 80 offensive onslaught over Eastern
Oregon State College Tuesday in the
first game of a twinbill in Ellensburg.
The 'Cats lost 9-6 in nine innings in the
second game.
'We hit the ball really well today in
both games," coach Gary Frederick
said. "I would have liked to win both
games, but I am impressed with the
-come-from-behind ability of this young
team."
In the opener, the Wildcat bats were
smoking early and often. Freshman
left fielder Andrea Knight had three
hits, scored twice and drove in two runs
in the six-inning' 8-run slaughter rule
game.
In the first and third inning junior
second baseman Jerilynn Boykin added
to the 1-0 lead by driving in Knight
with RBI singles. In the 4th inning
Knight hit a two-run double to extend
the lead to 6-0.
Sophomore first baseman Viki
Wenzel assured the slaughter rule victory with a sixth-inning two-run single,
scoring sophomore centerfield speed
demon Julie Majeski and freshman
third baseman Nikki Bahr.
Freshman Kaci Bridges notched the
victory with the six-inning shut out.
In the second game the Wildcats
came back from a 5-1-deficit in the-4th
inning, only to lose in the ninth -inning, 9-6.
Eastern Oregon jumped to a quick
4-1 lead in the second inning on a sacrifice fly and a two-run single. Not to
be outdone, the Wildcats exploded for
three runs in the fifth inning, behind a
two-run RBI single by Knight and a
run- scoring groundout by Wenzel.
In the sixth, Boykin drove in junior
outfielder Lori Ginnis and freshman
third baseman Jennifer Carroll to capture the lead for the first time in the
ball game.

Arlene Jimenez/Observer

Dust flew Tuesday as Central battled Eastern Oregon.
Eastern Oregon tied things up in
the seventh with an RBI double to force
the game into extra innings. In the
ninth Eas~ern Oregon scored three runs
to steal the victory 9-6.
Boykin went three for four with
four RBis in the twinbill and sophomore first baseman Amber Rikerd had
three hits as well, including a triple.
Last Thursday the Wildcats pulled
off an impressive 3-2 storybook upset
against 13th ranked Simon Fraser in
the second game of a twinbill. Simon
Fraser won the first game 6-1.
'We have alot of speed and talent,"
Wenzel said. "We're a young team
growing together. We have the ability
to beat everyone in the league."
The nightcap was capped off in the
ten~h;\npjqg· when .-Boyk_itppp~d ~ -·

two-out aouhie to drive iri Ma1eSk1 tor
the win.
"It was an exciting feeling to drive
in the winning run," Boykin said. "l
was mentally focused on the ball, and
slapped it to r!Pht field so Julie would
score for sure.
The Wildcats trailed 2-0 going into
the seventh inning, but rallied for two
runs behind RBI singles by freshman
rightfielder Brandy Tacia and Majeski
to force the game into extra innings.
In the 10th, Majeski was placed on
second base to start the inning under

the international tie breaking rule.
After a gtoundout and strikeout,
Wenzel walked and then Boykin
stepped up to the plate and delivered
the game-winning RBI double to snap
the Clan's five-game winning streak.
The upset was the Clan's first defeat in
conference play, and only second of the
season.
"It was an important win for us over
a conference opponent, Frederick said.
"It picks up a game on a team we
needed to beat."
Sophomore Amy McLeod pitched
10 strong innings for the victory, giving
up just six hits and one earned run.
She also notched eight strikeouts to
catapult herselfinto the prestigious role
of Pacific Northwest Conference
_-pitcher'"6£.t~~-w~ek..
: " _,, ?"
On the week, McLeod allowed a
minuscule two runs in 16 innings in
complete-game performances against
NCAA Division I opponent Portlan~
State University and the 14-2 Simon
Fraser squad Monday and Thursday,
respectively.
In her last five starts, all complete
games, McLeod has put up Greg
Maddux-type numbers. She has given
up a mere four earned runs in 38 innings (0.74 ERA), while accumulating
24 strike outs.
Freshman leftfielder Andrea Knight

and junior catcher Tera Buds berg each
had two hits in the game. Majeski also
added two more hits to her conferenceleading 28.
In the opening game, the Clan _ex-

ploded for five runs in the sixth inning
to break the game wide open. Central's
lone run came in the seventh inning
when Boykin singled and scored on a
pinch hit RBI double by sophomore
Jh_H. baseman/outfielder Amber
Rikerd.
Boykin had two of the Wildcats' six
hits, and finished the week with two
doubles and two singles to raise her
batting average to .383 on the season.
Boykin says she credits her hitting success to being relaxed and having fun at
the plate.
The 'Cats improved to 24 in the
PNWAC and 9-14 overall with the split.
Thursday's win moved the Wildcats
one game ahead of St. Martin's for the
third and final playoff berth.
Central concludes its home portion
of their schedule this week, with
doubleheaders against conferenc;e foes
St. Martin's and Simon Fraser.
St. Martin's, with a record of 1-5 in
conference and 5-15 overall, visits today, and the nationally ranked Clansmen look to avenge last Thursday's
upset on Saturday. Both doubleheaders begin at 1 p.m. at the Tomlinson
softball fields.
"This week is crucial," Majeski said.
"It determines our fate in the long
run. "
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Kittitas County Republicans Annual
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Are you looklng for a lob In a fast-paced, f•n environment?
......... ......a..c. provides you wltla experience I• all areas of customer service,
, sales, marketing, and management. Begin your career with a company that
promotes I 00% from wltlaln, based I 00% on your performance.

..

Lincoln Da Dinner
6 p.m. Saturday, April 26
~ Best Western Inn, Ellensburg
.

.

$

$20 General Admission $15 Students*

- - - - - Featured Speakers - - - - John Carlson, KVI Radio & Dale Foreman, State Republican Chair
*There are a limited number ofStudent Sponsors. Call 962-6112

QuaHed can•dates wlll be high energy, entrepreneunal, c•petltltve lndlvlduals with
previous customer senlce/sales expenence.

•Managemeld r1a1·ee

. 123• rsl year
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-Approx. 116110/ mon

Sound Interesting?
On-ca•pus lnteniews wlll be held on Thunday, Aprll 24
Please contact Teri -Hendricksen
In Career Develep•enl Senlces.
www.erac.ee•
rent-a-car

Pick Enterprise. We'll pick you up.®
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Kitna on fire in ~arcelona
Former Central football standout Jon Kitna is
riding high this week after leading the Barcelona
Dragons to victory over the Rhein Fire in World
League of American Football action. Kitna, who is
in the league as a standby to the Seahawks, threw for
three touchdowns and 243 yards to catapult his squad
to a 27-12 victory.

.•f lj·

Central fencing club excels
Si~ members of the CWU Fencing Association
have qualified for the summer nationals of the
United States Fencing Association. The club, is in its
third year of existence and has been coming on strong
lately. Among the leaders of the team are Aaron Page,
who led the team in the men's foil, and Dan Milliken
who led in the sabre. Jamie Drader was the lone
woman qualifier on the team. Also headed to nationals are Kenny Nopens, Tom Martin and Jason Dazey.
The national tournament will take place July 4-10 in
Santa Clara, Calif.
Tearn members are planning fund raisers to earn
money for the trip. For information or donations
call Drader at 925-3772 or Nopens at 962-3577.

McLeod zips up NAIA honor
Central softball pitcher Amy McLeod muscled her
way through 16 innings, two complete games, last
week to become the PNWAC Pitcher-of-the Week. In
the two outings, McLeod racked up nine strikeouts
while allowing only 11 hits. Though her team lost 20 to NCAA Divsion I Portland State, she led her team
back against Simon Fraser, currently ranked 13th in
the NAIA. McLeod is 5-5 on the season with•ao le.80.
ERA overall and an outstanding .56 ERA in the
PNWAC.

Fonner track.star competes in Oregon
Former All-American Eric Tollefson finished second at the University of Oregon Invitational in the
10,000 meter race with a time of 30:04.23.
Zamb~tlin to~tart sp~ng.,drills M9µd~y

This spring will be the first year the Central football team will hold spring workouts with contact.
The first five days Zamberlin will get to know his
team through walk through drills. The second week
the team will get into shoulder pads and helmets, and
have light contact workouts.

$1500WEEKLY
POTENTIAL
Mailing our circulars. No experience required. Begin
now. For info call:
(301) 429-1326.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Earn to $3,000-$6,000+/mo.
in fisheries, parks, resorts.
Airfare! Food/Lodging! Get all
the options. Call (919) 9187767 ext. A325.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR
EMPLOYMENT
Discover how to work in exotic locations, meet fun
people, while earning up to
$2,000/mo. in these exciting
industries~ Cruise Information
Services:··
(206) 971:~3554 ext. C60938
CRUISE LINES HIRING
'
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IM volleyball digs nationals
''we
Tourney pits
...

to put its skill to the test against other
They were also surprised to discover
teams from the state.
they were the smallest school at the
'We knew we had a good team when tournament.
we went to Western," Carla Silves, team
Tearns from large schools such as
member, said.
Texas Tech, the University of MichiThe prize for winning the regional gan, Arizona State University and the
tournament, sponsored by Altoids and University of Nebraska, stood in Team
Campus Concepts, was a paid trip to Central's way in their quest for first
Florida to play at the national tourna- place.
ment against seven other regional winTeam Central did not take its role as
ners from across the country.
the underdog lightly.
As soon as Team Central arrived in
After winning its first three games,
by Brttt Alltt1
Bellingham, the players knew they had the team found itself in the championAsst Sports editor
a decent chance at winning the tourney, ship game against a team from the UniA volleyball team full of weekend the trip and t-shirts.
· versity of Nebraska.
warriors took its show to Florida last
"I didn't know what kind of teams
The talent-rich squad fell just short
week to battle with some big-time com- would be at the tournament," Rus of victory, but was happy with second
petition.
Ripple, team captain, said. "Once we place.
c
fu
"We were happy just to be there,"
11
Most people-play volleyba ior n, saw some of the teams warming up, we
some for health but a competitive knew we had a pretty good shot at win- Ripple said. "The people on our team
fc
l ' d t l d fi
ning the whole thing "
are all pretty cool, so no one really
gr~~p ~ e~tra stu ~f}-tys Ka~~ FY~ a
After strolling its ~ay through the freaked. out when we didn't win."
pa1s· tnpl tok anama "TI eaC , t l.,, ~ -sinttle elimination tournament, Teain•L ... - The team was able to enjoy its four. imp y nown as earn en ra,
b
•
•
'd b l · b h
this co-ed team made up of eight play- Central was on its way south for some day stay m Fl.on ~ Y. p aymg eac.
d ·d d ~ ·t l k t
· I nice weather and some fun on the volleyball, sw1mmmg m the Atlantic
~rs, ect el to ry t s utc. a ~d~1onh sandy courts of Panama City Beach.
and taking in the beautiful scenery.
mt~muha tourna~en 0I~~\arc j
The squad was disappointed upon
All in all, Team Central collected
1
tt ~. e :ug~estio~
;e~~m~;: arriving in Florida last Thursday.
four t-shirts, two trophies and a fourspolr s .direc$loOrO rutce fiace, d t
lled"The weather wasn't as nice as it was day paid vacation, all just for having
tra pat a
en ry ee an rave
,, .
.
fu l ·
th l
up to Western Washington University supposed to be, Stives said.
n p aymg a game ey ove.

co-ed team
against top
universities

world travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.) No experience necessary.
_
For information, please call:
(919) 918-7767 ext.C325.
EARN CASH
Stuffing envelopes at home.
Send SASE to : PO Box 624,
Olathe, KS 66051.
FUN SUMMER JOBS
Flying Horseshoe guest ranch
for children, near Cle Elum, is
hiring boy's and girl's counselors. Enjoy horseback riding,
swimming (need two lifeguards), hiking, etc. while gaining valuable experience. Salary plus room and board. Call
Penny: (509) 674-2366.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Plus Forests, Beach Resorts,
Ranches, Rafting Companies-. .
Up to $12/hour. Nationwid~
openings. Call (919) 918-7767

BABYSITTER NEEDED
Part-time babysitter for 5month-old boy. Good pay. 9252460.
RESORT EMPLOYMENT
Work at 4-Star Tropical resorts
in the Caribbean, Mexico, or
Tahiti. Excellent bonuses &
benefits! Get the inside track
today! Resort Information Services:
(206) 971-3604 ext. R60935.
SEEKING LIVELY,
energetic men and women to
work outdoors with boys and
girls aJI summer long. Positions
open at Sweyolaken Resident
Camp on Coeur d'Alene Lake.
On-campus interviews on campus April 24. Welcome
workS:tudy and interns. Inland
Empir:e Council of Camp Fire
(509) :747-6191.
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SUMMER JOBS AT THE
BEACH!
Cannon Beach Christian Conference Center has summer
ministry opportunities. (503)
436-1501.
SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
Apply now for six weeks of
leadership and challenge.
Earn $750 plus a $6000 scholarship opportunity. Call Army
ROTC, 963-3518.
TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD
No languages/experience required. Live in Prague,
Budapest, Tokyo, etc. Earn up
to $45/hour. For info, call:
(919) 918-7767 ext.W325
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knew
we had
a

pretty
good
shot at
• •
w1nn1ng
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whole
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Ripple

viduals. Easy-no financial
obligation. For more information (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33.
CALLING ALL STUDENTS:
Film production, talent management, and internships
available. Call Creative Artists Management at 800401-0545
NEEDED:
1O students seriously interested in traveling to Mexico
to study Mexican culture and
Spanish language for five
weeks this summer. $995.
962-1006.
SCUBA LESSONS &
SUPPLIES
PAD' CERTIFIED - Sign ut.
:no·\;, _ Contact John Mos ~ Jr. at 925-1272.

FAST FU.N[)RAISER
Raise up to $1250 in one week!
Greeksr. ~lubs, motivated inCJi;.
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Associated Students of Central Washington University

-·

From the B.0.D....
MEETINGS:
BOD

nnual

Tonight! Thursday, April 17th, 7:30 pm
in Sam's Place, SUB.
CLUB SENATE
Tuesday, April 22nd, 6:00 pm
in the SUB Ballroom.
FUNDS COUNCIL
Tuesday, April 22nd, 3:30 pm
BOD office, Rm 116, SUB.

1997 ASCWU B.O.D ELECTIONS

Help Build Your Future.
B.O.D. Positions:
President
Executive Vice President
Vice President for Organizations
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Vice President for Equity and Community Service
Vice President for Student Life and Facilities
Vice President for Political Affair~~

Reach for the Stars on Saturday, May 3, 1997
8:00 am -1:00 pm in the SUB
Complimentary Continental Breakfast and Check-in at 8:00 am

A FREE half-day conference including workshops on:
CWU Leadership Opportunities
Applying Principles of Diversity
Team Building and Motivational Skills

Primary Election: May 1st
General Election: May 8th

VOTE!
Central Belongs
To You!

REGISTER TODAY at one of the following registration/drop box
locations: SUB Information Booth, East and West Holmes Dining
Hall, Tunstall, Library, and the ASCWU B.O.D. Office;
or call Campus Life at 963-1511.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Saturday, April 19th
8:00 pm in Cl~b Central
$2.oo at the door

Thursday & Friday, April 17th & 18th
8:00 pm in Club Central
$2.50 tickets @ SUB Ticket Booth & door

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

COMEDY NIGHT
· starring Darryl Lenox
with Kermit Holida.y

©
••••••••••••
Wednesday, April 23r~
Noon in the SUB Pit

KURT SCHUKMAN
Classic Spanish Ballads

This page is an advertisement paid for by the
Associated Students of Central Washington University. · · · · .
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surviving the northwest rock explosion
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